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Adobe Flash Professional CS5 on DemandQue, 2010

	Need answers quickly? Adobe Flash Professional CS5 on Demand provides those answers in a visual step-by-step format. We will show you exactly what to do through lots of full color illustrations and easy-to-follow instructions.
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Professional Silverlight 4 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	Everything .NET developers need to take advantage of Silverlight 4


	Silverlight 4 is a major new release of Microsoft's flagship product for building rich, interactive applications that combine animation, graphics, audio, and video. This book, by seasoned Wrox authors and Silverlight experts, gives professional Web...
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Illustrator CS Most Wanted: Techniques and EffectsFriends of Ed, 2004

	If youre looking for a book to teach you some of the most useful techniques in Adobe Illustrator CS, your search is over. If youre looking for exercises that make learning about Illustrator CS more fun, look no further. Most of all, if youre looking for a book to empower you to create illustrations that are worth bragging about, youve found...
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Numerical Partial Differential Equations for Environmental Scientists and Engineers: A First Practical CourseSpringer, 2004

	This book concerns the practical solution of Partial Differential Equations (PDE). It reflects an interdisciplinary approach to problems occurring in natural Environmental Phenomena: the hydrosphere, atmosphere, cryosphere, lithosphere, biosphere and ionosphere. It assumes the reader has gained some intuitive knowledge of their solution...
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101 Design Ingredients to Solve Big Tech ProblemsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Printed in full color.

	

	Tough technology and business challenges face you at every stage of a project. The one-page ingredients in 101 Design Ingredients show you how to solve problems using practical examples you can apply right away. Case studies explain how leading companies combined these ingredients into...
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Management (with InfoTrac Printed Access Card)South-Western College, 2007

	Discover true innovation in management today - within the pages and throughout the technology-driven package accompanying the latest edition of this market-leading text. Respected author Richard Daft helps you build better managers for today and tomorrow with the latest managerial theories based on established research, engaging contemporary...
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PowerBuilder 9: Internet and Distributed Application DevelopmentSams Publishing, 2003

	This book is about the development of distributed applications using PowerBuilder. PowerBuilder has evolved over the years from a pure client/server tool to a tool that supports and enhances the development experience.


	Version 9 of PowerBuilder introduces many features designed specifically to blend the traditional strength of...
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Photoshop For Right-Brainers: The Art of PhotomanipulationSybex, 2009
Learn how to tap into the creative part of your brain to create amazing digital art in Photoshop CS4. This exciting, full-color guide is designed especially for artists and photographers who want to harness the thrilling potential of the new release of Photoshop. Youll go beyond cookie-cutter techniques and discover unique ideas for creative...
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Practical Speech User Interface Design (Human Factors and Ergonomics)CRC Press, 2010

	Although speech is the most natural form of communication between humans, most people find using speech to communicate with machines anything but natural. Drawing from psychology, human-computer interaction, linguistics, and communication theory, Practical Speech User Interface Design provides a comprehensive yet concise...
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Accounting Best Practices (Wiley Best Practices)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The accounting department is a cost center. It does not directly generate revenues, but, rather, provides a fi xed set of services to the rest of the company, and is asked to do so at the lowest possible cost. Consequently, the accounting staff is called on to process transactions, write reports, create new processes, or investigate old...
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Fashioning Technology: A DIY Intro to Smart Crafting (Craft: Projects)Maker Media, Inc, 2008

	
		Ready to take your craft projects to the next level? With "smart" materials, unorthodox assembly techniques, and the right tools, you can create accessories, housewares, and toys that light up, make sounds, or do even more. Fashioning Technology is an introductory DIY book that brings technology and crafts together in a fun...
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Foundation Flash 8 VideoFriends of Ed, 2006
In this book you'll learn: 




    	The basics of video editing using Movie Maker 2, iMovie, and more



    	How to import your video into Flash



    	How to work with Flash Video components



    	Several of the new features of Flash 8, including alpha channels, filters,...
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